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Webcast Features 

Presentation
Click on the Handouts icon (paper with
folded corner) in tool bar to download
today’s presentation.

Questions
Submit a question any time during the
webcast by typing it in the Q and A box
below the slides window on your
interface.

Reposition and Expand
Webcast interface is interactive and
customizable. The four window boxes
on the screen can be moved, deleted
and expanded or minimized to your
personal preference --click and hold on
a box to drag to another position, click
and drag edge to expand size.

Technical Issues
If you experience technical difficulties,
please try refreshing your internet
browser, as that clears up many local
network issues. If an issue persists,
notify our webcast tech team via the
Q and A box below the slides window
on your interface.
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Cautionary Statements Regarding Forward-Looking 
Information

This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. You can identify these statements by
forward-looking words such as “may,” “might,” “should,” “expect,” “plan,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “estimate,” “predict,” “potential” or “continue,” and the negative of these terms and other comparable terminology. All
statements that reflect our expectations, assumptions or projections about the future other than statements of historical fact are forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements, which are subject to known
and unknown risks, uncertainties and assumptions about us, may include projections of our future financial performance based on our growth strategies and anticipated trends in our business. These statements are only
predictions based on our current expectations and projections about future events. There are important factors that could cause our actual results, level of activity, performance or achievements to differ materially from
those expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements.

We operate in a very competitive and rapidly changing environment. New risks and uncertainties emerge from time to time, and it is not possible to predict all risks and uncertainties, nor can we assess the impact of all
factors on our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements.

Some factors that could cause actual results to differ include: the loss of our right to exclusively list and trade certain index options and futures products; economic, political and market conditions; compliance with legal and
regulatory obligations; price competition and consolidation in our industry; decreases in trading or clearing volumes, market data fees or a shift in the mix of products traded on our exchanges; legislative or regulatory
changes or changes in tax regimes; our ability to protect our systems and communication networks from security risks, cybersecurity risks, insider threats and unauthorized disclosure of confidential information; our ability
to attract and retain skilled management and other personnel; increasing competition by foreign and domestic entities; our dependence on and exposure to risk from third parties; fluctuations to currency exchange rates;
factors that impact the quality and integrity of our indices; the impact of the novel coronavirus (“COVID-19”) pandemic; our ability to operate our business without violating the intellectual property rights of others and the
costs associated with protecting our intellectual property rights; our ability to minimize the risks, including our credit and default risks, associated with operating a European clearinghouse; our ability to accommodate
trading and clearing volume and transaction traffic, including significant increases, without failure or degradation of performance of our systems; misconduct by those who use our markets or our products or for whom we
clear transactions; challenges to our use of open source software code; our ability to meet our compliance obligations, including managing potential conflicts between our regulatory responsibilities and our for-profit status;
our ability to maintain BIDS Trading as an independently managed and operated trading venue, separate from and not integrated with our registered national securities exchanges; damage to our reputation; the ability of
our compliance and risk management methods to effectively monitor and manage our risks; our ability to manage our growth and strategic acquisitions or alliances effectively; restrictions imposed by our debt obligations
and our ability to make payments on or refinance our debt obligations; our ability to maintain an investment grade credit rating; impairment of our goodwill, long-lived assets, investments or intangible assets; the accuracy
of our estimates and expectations; litigation risks and other liabilities; and operating a digital asset business and clearinghouse, including the expected benefits of our ErisX acquisition, cybercrime, changes in digital asset
regulation, losses due to digital asset custody, and fluctuations in digital asset prices. More detailed information about factors that may affect our actual results to differ may be found in our filings with the SEC, including in
our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2021 and other filings made from time to time with the SEC.

We do not undertake, and we expressly disclaim, any duty to update any forward-looking statement whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as required by law. Readers are cautioned not
to place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date hereof.

This presentation includes market share, financials and industry data that we obtained from industry publications and surveys, reports of governmental agencies, third-parties and internal company surveys. Industry
publications and surveys generally state that the information they contain has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but we cannot assure you that this information is accurate or complete. We have not
independently verified any of the data and financials from third-party sources nor have we ascertained the underlying economic assumptions relied upon therein. Statements as to our market position are based on the most
currently available market data. While we are not aware of any misstatements regarding industry data and financials presented herein, our estimates involve risks and uncertainties and are subject to change based on
various factors.

Trademarks: Cboe®, Cboe Global Markets®, Cboe Volatility Index®, Bats®, BIDS Trading®, BZX®, BYX®, Chi-X®, EDGX®, EDGA®, EuroCCP®, MATCHNow®, and VIX® are registered trademarks of Cboe Global Markets, Inc. and its
subsidiaries. All other trademarks and service marks are the property of their respective owners.

©2022 Cboe Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 129 584 667) (“Cboe Australia”). All rights reserved. Cboe is a registered trademark.

Cboe Australia is the holder of an Australian Markets Licence to operate a financial market in Australia. Both Cboe Australia and BIDS Trading are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Cboe Global Markets, Inc. (“Cboe”). BIDS is not
a U.S. registered national securities exchange or a facility thereof, nor is the holder of a licence to operate a financial market in Australia.

This information is provided for informational purposes only. It does not take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situation, or needs of any individual or entity. Under no circumstances is it to be used
as a basis for, or considered as an offer to, become a participant of or trade on Cboe Australia or BIDS Trading or undertake any other activity or purchase or sell any security, or as a solicitation or recommendation of the
purchase, sale, or offer to purchase or sell any security. While the information has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, neither Cboe Australia, BIDS Trading, nor its licensors, nor any other party through whom the
user obtains any such information: (i) makes any guarantees that it is accurate, complete, timely, or contains correct sequencing of information; (ii) makes any warranties with regard to the results obtained from its use; or
(iii) shall have any liability for any claims, losses, or damages arising from or occasioned by any inaccuracy, error, delay, or omission, or from the use of the information or actions taken in reliance on the information.
Reproduction or redistribution of this information is prohibited except with written permission from Cboe Australia and BIDS Trading.
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Cboe BIDS Australia Strategic Overview

Bringing BIDS to Australia represents the exciting next generation in the evolution of 
block trading for Australian market participants

BIDS’ expansive buy-side presence will help create greater
block liquidity in the marketplace, increase matching
opportunities for all users, and ultimately, grow the overall
block trading market in Australia

Expansive
Buy-Side 
Presence

Conditional
Messages

Sponsored
Access
Model

Innovative Conditional Messages designed to provide market
participants added benefits of accessing unique liquidity,
minimizing information leakage, reducing opportunity cost, and
enhancing order protection

Unique Sponsored Access Model designed to allow users to
use their commission dollars more effectively when executing
trading strategies
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BIDS Trading Strategic Overview

A leader in the ATS space 

• BIDS has grown to become the
largest block trading venue for
U.S., UK, EU and Canadian equities

• BIDS Trader, a proprietary front-end
interface, is used by more than 475
global asset managers to route
orders to the BIDS ATS in the U.S.,
UK, EU and Canada

Vision is to grow BIDS into a global, multi-asset, institutional block trading platform to
deliver block trading capabilities to all major countries that global buy-side participants
want exposure to

Global block trading network

• BIDS and Cboe have established a fantastic
track record and are now looking to expand
to Australia and Japan, pending regulatory
approval

• Planned expansion into Australian equities
will help provide BIDS customers around
the world with trading access in a new
market, while bringing a differentiated
network of global buy-side investment
managers and sell-side constituents to the
Australian equities trading ecosystem
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Sponsored Access Model

• Eligible institutional buy-side dealers (“Sponsored Users”) that have taken the
relevant steps to be granted sponsored access by an institutional broker
(“Sponsoring Participant”) will have the ability to send Conditional Messages
directly to Cboe BIDS Australia platform through the BIDS Trader front-end GUI

• To become a Sponsoring Participant, a Cboe Australia Participant will be required
to execute a new “Sponsoring Participant Agreement” with Cboe

• Conditional Messages can be invited to firm-up into orders. At firm-up, the
Sponsored User will be required to select a specific Sponsoring Participant to be
responsible for the order

• BIDS will provide a new risk management gateway and portal, powered by BIDS
technology, to assist the Sponsoring Participant in carrying out their regulatory,
supervisory and risk-control obligations

• Risk control responsibilities will remain at the Sponsoring Participant level, but
BIDS will verify that every Sponsoring Participant has set static limits of their
choosing for each Sponsored User

Settle trades and pay commission dollars through our unique Sponsored Access Model 
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Conditional Messages

• Conditional Messages are similar to IOIs and allow a user to send a non-firm
intention to trade that sits uncommitted until the user is invited and is willing to
firm-up the Conditional Message into an order

• This invitation to firm-up is only transmitted to the user when contra liquidity is
found in the order book

• Once the order is automatically invited to trade, duplicate orders in other
venues are then cancelled so the same order is not filled more than once

• With Conditional Messages, we typically see that:
• average execution sizes are larger
• over 80% are executed at the midpoint (which helps minimize information

leakage)
• Block trades save traders an average of 6 basis points

Search for liquidity in multiple venues and avoid the risk of over-execution
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How Conditional Messaging Works

Executing an order on Cboe BIDS Australia 

• The Conditional Message is submitted via FIX to the Cboe BIDS Australia
system for sell-side participants or via the BIDS Trader application for buy-
side Sponsored Users

• The Cboe BIDS Australia platform interacts with buy-side and sell-side to firm-
up the Conditional Message

• A Sponsoring Participant is selected by the buy-side trader to execute the
transaction and the trade is executed on-exchange by Cboe Australia

• Firm orders and trades will be reported to ASIC in “real-time” by Cboe
Australia

• The trade is reported through the Cboe Australia PITCH market data feed as
either a BIDS block trade or BIDS price improvement trade in real-time
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Invitation Sequencing and Time Limits 

• Three types of Conditional interactions will be offered:

1. Participant-to-Sponsored User (electronic-to-human)
• Invitation sent to a Sponsored User using the BIDS Trader

interface with up to 30 seconds to firm-up
• Once firmed-up, an invitation will go to the contra-side

Participant, which will have one second to respond
• A compliance mechanism is designed to help limit human

traders from abusing the 30-second window.

2. Participant-to-Participant (electronic-to-electronic)
• Synchronous invitations
• One-second time limit

3. Sponsored User-to-Sponsored User (human-to-human)
• Synchronous invitations
• 30-second time limit for both sides

New invitation sequencing and time limits for proposed Conditional interactions
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Permitted Trades, Minimum Size Threshold and 
Conditionals Compliance Mechanism 

Permitted Trades
• BIDS supports Block Trades and Trades with Price Improvement
• For Block Trades, BIDS allows executions at or between the NBBO
• For Trades with Price Improvement, BIDS allows executions only at

midpoint

Minimum Size Threshold
• There is a minimum threshold of $20,000 for Conditional Messages and

orders to enter the book and partially traded orders that fall below this
threshold will be cancelled back

Conditionals Compliance Mechanism
• BIDS will be implementing a Conditionals Compliance Mechanism to

monitor and take action against users that habitually fail to firm-up their
invitations

• The precise form is still being settled and is subject to ASIC approval
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BIDS Trader

Seamless and Efficient
• Front-end GUI easily integrates with traders’ OMS or EMS

• One-click, direct access to the BIDS order book through a single port of
entry, allowing users to place messages into the BIDS order book that takes
full advantage of available liquidity and order features as easily as possible

• Allows the buy-side to represent uncommitted orders passively in BIDS (as
Conditional Messages). When a match occurs, BIDS will send an invitation
to the trader

• The trader can then elect to change volume, price and/or Sponsoring
Participant before they trade

• Used by more than 475 global asset managers

Single integration for global securities through BIDS Trader creates efficiency
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Resources

Go-Live 

Timeline
• Launch of Cboe BIDS Australia planned for February 27, 2023, 

subject to regulatory approval

Customer Assistance

Technical Support 
Team

• au.migration@cboe.com
• +61 2 8078 1700

Migration Microsite  

cxa.cboe.com • Find all materials and information related to technology migration

mailto:Au.migration@cboe.com
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Q&A
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Contact Us

Cboe Australia Pty Ltd
+61 2 8078 1700

Level 23, Governor Phillip Tower, 1 Farrer Place

Sydney NSW 2000

www.cboe.com.au


